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Abstract. This paper presents a unified framework for the analysis of several
discrete time adaptive parameter estimation algorithms, including RML with
nonvanishing stepsize, several ARMAX identifiers, the Landau-style output error
algorithms, and certain others for which no stability proof has yet appeared. A
general algorithmic form is defined, incorporating a linear time-varying regressor
filter and a linear time-varying error filter. Local convergence of the parameters in
nonideal (or noisy) environments is shown via averaging theory under suitable
assumptions of persistence of excitation, small stepsire, and passivity. The excitation conditions can often be transferred to conditions on external signals, and a
small stepsize is appropriate in a wide range of applications. The required passivity
is demonstrated for several special cases of the general algorithm.

'.
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1. Introduction
The LMS (least mean square) adaptive algorithm has been studied extensively over
the past several years, and its convergence and stability properties are well known
[B], [WMLJ]. LMS can be viewed as an algorithm for identifying the parameters
of an unknown linear system when only its inputs and outputs can be measured.
An error signal, which is equal (in the ideal case) to the inner product of the regressor
and the parameter error, is used to drive the LMS parameter updates. In many
filtering, identification, and control applications, the measured error signal is a
filtered version of this inner product, plus some small nonidealities [Ll], [J2]. It is
natural to attempt to compensate for this filtering in order to regain the desirable
stability properties of the LMS algorithm.
This paper examines two such methods of compensation: filtering of the error,
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and filtering of the regressor. These lead to the generic parameter update form

in which the filtersrepresent linear, possibly time-varying, rational operators. Many
such algorithms have been proposed, and several have been satisfactorily analyzed
(see [L5] and Table 1 for references). This paper presents a unified approach that
proves the local stability of this entire class of algorithms in nonideal (or noisy)
situations under appropriate persistence of excitation, passivity, and small stepsize
assumptions.

Motivation
Consider a linear plant parametrized by an unknown constant vector O* which
maps a bounded scalar input u, to a scalar output y, = X,TO*, where X,T =
(u,, .. ., u,_.+,) is the regressor vector. Let 0, be an estimate of O*, and form the
estimated output 9, = X,T$,. The error ek = y, - 9, between the measured output
and the estimated output can be used to improve the estimates of the parameter
vector. Using gradient descent techniques [WMLJ] or L, minimization ideas [L6]
leads to the parameter update scheme

+ pXkek3

(I,1)
where p is a small positive stepsize. This is called the LMS adaptive algorithm
[WMLJ] or the equation error algorithm [MI depending on the exact structure of
O* and the specific problem for which it is utilized. For purposes of analysis, it is
more convenient to work with the parameter error update
&k+1

= Ok

-~

(1.2)
where 0, = O* - 8,. The error system (1.2) is Lyapunov stable [MI, and the
equilibrium O = 0 is exponentially asymptotically stable (EAS) if X, is persistently
spanning [B], that is, if there is a finite time window m such that for every j,
pkIyXkX,T is uniformly positive definite. The exponential asymptotic stability of
(1.2) implies that 8 of (1.1) is exponentially convergent to O*.
In actual implementation (the "nonideal" case) the output y, may be corrupted
by disturbances such as measurement noise or unmodeled dynamics. The prediction
error is then
Ok+l

= Ok

~ k { ~ , ' ~ k } ,

ek = yk - ?k + qk,
(I,3)
where q, represents the disturbance. The exponential character of the convergence
imparts a robustness to the algorithm and guarantees that stability is maintained
for suitably small q, [BA].
When the X, sequence is not a function of the 0, sequence, then (1.1) and (1.2) are
linear and the EAS is global; when the X, sequence is a function of the O,, then the
EAS is, in general, only local. Local exponential stability argues strongly for good
performance of the system once it is near its operating point even when (suitably
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small)disturbances are present. Global stability, however, is of dubious value unless
also accompanied by a local exponential result since adaptive systems can be
globally stable butlocally unstable [RPK], leading to boundedparameter estimates
but poor performance. This paper therefore focuses on local exponential stability.
In certain applications [J2], the measured prediction error ekis not precisely of
the form XLO,. Table 1 describes two model structures (a transfer function model
and an ARMAX, or autoregressive moving average with exogenous input model),
which, when combined with an appropriate identifier input-output form, yield a
prediction error that can be expressed as a transfer function operating on the inner
product of the regressor vector and the parameter error vector. A simple illustrative
case is when ekcontains a known filtering of X,TOkby a fixed stable rational operator
F(q-I), that is, ek = F(q-I) {X,TOk}.If F(q-') is stably invertible, then it is natural to
consider an algorithmic form which filters the prediction error, as in
&+I = 8,

- PxkF-'(q-'){ek}

= Ok - pXk{X,TQk},

(I.4]

to regain the known stability properties of (1.2).
An alternative approach is to recognize that, when the stepsize is small, the
dynamics of Ok are much slower than the dynamics of Xk. The prediction error ek
is then approximately equal to F(q-'){X,T}Ok where F(q-') operates on each
component of the vector X,T in the same way that F(q-') acts on the scalar X,TOk
(see Section 2 for details). Thus

+

e, = ~(q-'){x,Te,} = F(q-'){X,T}Bk O(p).
(1.5)
This development leads to an alternative algorithmic form which filters the regressor
vector Xk to recapture the desirable stability properties of (1.2). This is
Ok+l

= 0, - ~ ~ ( q - ' ) { ~ k } ~ k ,

(1.6)

where F(q-'){Xk} plays the same role in (1.6) that Xk plays in (1.2), and the O(p)
perturbation of (1.5) plays the same role as the disturbance vk of (1.3). Thus, it is
suspected that if the vector sequence F(q-'){Xk} is persistently spanning (as made
precise in Section 3), and the stepsize is suitably small, then algorithm (1.6) will be
EAS.
Both algorithms (1.4) and (1.6) attempt to recapture the desirable properties of
the LMS form (1.2) in a modified problem setting. Incorporation of a known filter
F(q-') in the prediction error is somewhat contrived, but it motivates two possible
modifications to the basic algorithm (1.2): fdtering of the error and filtering of the
regressor.
A more realistic situation is when the filter F(q-') is fixed but unknown, in which
case algorithms (1.4)and (1.6) cannot be implemented. In the output error identification problem [L3], [J2], for instance, F(q-') is the denominator (autoregressive)
portion of the plant 8*. Although O* is unknown, Jk,an estimate of 0*, is available,
and it is reasonable to estimate F(q-') by P(q-', k), defined to be the denominator
(autoregressive) portion of 6,. By direct analogy with (1.4) and (1.6), it is natural to
consider the filtered error algorithm

W

Table 1

2
Some special choices
for L and M

Prediction error for a given
model and identifier
combination

L(q-', k )

M(q-', k )

Some
relevant
literature

A transfer function model
e, = error = d, - 9, =

1
*
l-A(q

.,

{X?(@*- 8,))

d, = desired signal, j, = estimate of d,

=

+ w,

x:Jk

w, = unmodeled disturbances and measurement noise
X,

= regressor =

(9,+,,
..., A..,

,.,, ..., u,.,)~

u

Ok = parameter estimate = (d,,,,..., 8,,, 6 ,,,,..., 6m,,)T
..., a,,, b,, ..., bm)r

O* = "true" parameter = ( a , ,
A"(q-')

=

1
1 - L(q-'. k)

1
I - A*(q-')

Stearns algorithm [fl

1
1 - F(q-')

1
I - A*(q-')

See [MI, CLSI, and [LJI

1

I - F(q-')
1 - A*(q-')

Landau-style algorithm,
see [Ll]

1

1 - L(q-', k )
I - a=(q-')

Proposed in [LS]. See also
CL21, [JV,and CDGl for
discussion of stability

C a,q-'

?
P

g
o

"3

i=,

m

u

An ARMAX model
e, = error = d, - 9, =

1

,
l+C(q

{X:(O* - 8,))

+ w,

9, =estimate of d, = X ~ O ,
X , = regressor = (d,-,,..., d,.., ,.u
. ,..,.,u e,.,, ..., e,J
= parameter estimate = (6,,,, ..., d.,,,
6,,,,..., &,,, r ,,,,...,
O* ="truen parameter = (a,, ..., a,, b,, ..., b,. c,, ..., c,)'

1
1 + C(q-', k )

d, = demred ngnal,

I
1

+

1
F(q-')

1

I

+ c*(q-')

Slmllar to RML [L2] but

0

with constant steps~ze

CP
\v

1
1 + C*(q-')
1 + F(q-')
1 Ca(q-')

+

Generalization of extended
least squares or approx.
maximum likelihood [S]

5P

t,
7
3
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and the filtered regressor algorithm
@,+I =

ek- ~p(q-'. k){Xk}ek.

(1.8)

If F^ is close to F, p is small, and an appropriate excitation condition is fulfilled,
algorithms (1.7)and (1.8) should retain (at least locally) the basic stability properties
of (1.2). It is also easy to imagine algorithms which compensate for the presence of
F(q-') in the prediction error by filtering both the error and the regressor vector in
an appropriate manner.
All of the above algorithms are special cases of the general algorithm form
@,+I = e k

- pL(q-',

k){Xk}M(q-', k){XF&},

(1.9)

where L(q-', k) filters the regressor vector and M(q-', k){XTBk} is the filtered
prediction error. This paper finds conditions on b, L, M, and Xk under which (1.9)
is EAS. The general algorithm form (1.9) may be viewed as a synthesis of many
popular adaptive algorithms, such as those detailed in Table 1. For instance, using
the definitions of the leftmost column of the table and a few lines of algebra (as in
[J2]), L and M can be derived. A readable derivation of several such cases can be
found in Chapter 6 of [TJL]. An equivalent error system for adaptwe control is
derived in [AB] and several possible algorithms, with various L and M, are
discussed.
Some adaptive schemes replace the a priori error XTO, in (1.9) with an aposteriori
error X,TO,+,. Appendix A shows that an a posteriori version of (1.9)is implemented
as a normalized a pnori algorithm. The behav~orof the two schemes is virtually
identical when p is suitably small. The present analysis focuses on the small stepsize,
a pr~orischeme, although it easily extends to include the small stepsize, a posterior^
case. Equivalently, the analysis focuses on the small stepsize unnormalized scheme,
but extends to the small stepsize normalized versions.
Preview
This paper examines the general algorithmic form (1.9), and in particular the eight
adaptive algorithms listed in Table 1. The first four estimate the parameters of a
transfer function model and the last four estimate the parameters of an ARMAX
process. Some have been successfully analyzed previously; others have not. The local
convergence properties of all eight algorithms are analyzed simultaneously by
studying the local stability of the error equation (1.9),even though the implementable
forms of the algorithms (involving updates of &
using
', measured quantities) differ
substantially. This averaging analysis is conceptually similar to the unified ODE
(ordinary differential equation) approach of [LS], which approximates the discrete
algorithm by a continuous-time differential equation. The major advantage of the
present approach is that the analysis is not asymptotic in p.
Section 2 provides the definitions used in the subsequent analysis, which proceeds
in four steps. The first step (Section 3) finds sufficient conditions on M(q-', k) and
p so that the stability of
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implies the stability of (1.9). Note that in (1.9), the scalar error XFBk is filtered by
M(q-', k) while in (1.10) the regressor vector X,T is filtered by M(q-', k), where M
represents the operator which acts on each component of the vector in the same
way that M acts on X;Bk (see Section 2). Algorithm (1.10) is in a form to which
averaging theory can be applied.
The second step (Section 4) recalls an appropriate averaging result (Theorem 1)
which gives conditions on the regressor Xk and the time-varying filters L and M
under which (1.10) and hence (1.9) are exponentially asymptotically stable. This
exponential stability 'in the Ideal case (no measurement noise or unmodeled
dynamics) implies a certain degree of robustness in the nonideal case. The third step
(Sect~on5) develops the machinery to translate the conditions of Sections 3 and 4,
which involve stability and passivity of time-varying operators, to conditions on
related time-invariant operators whose stability and passivity properties can be
more readily determined.
The fourth and last step (summarized in Theorem 2) is the derivation in Section
6, where several sets of sufficient conditions are given for stability of the general
algorithm form (1.9). These are then interpreted in terms of the eight algorithms of
Table 1. These eight are illustrative of a variety of possible algorithms which filter
the regressor and/or the error sequence as in (1.9), and the stahility/convergence
properties of such variants can often be determined by Theorem 2. Thls establishes
a framework for the analysis and development of a wide variety of adaptive
algorithms.
2. Notations and Definitions
A rational operator N(q-', k) is defined to he the input-output mapping of a single
input, single output finite-dimensional linear system

where all matrices are bounded, ukis zero for all k < 0, and X, = 0. N(q-', k) is said
to he exponentially stable if there is a K and 0 < cc < 1 such that Iln:2; A,ll 5 Kcc'
for all k. The impulse response at time 1 + k of N(q-', k) to an impulse at time k is

Consequently, the sequence qk filtered by N(q-', k) is expressible as

If N(q-', k) is exponentially stable, then the impulse response decays exponentially
independent of k, that is, there is a K and 0 < P < 1 such that IIN(l+ k, k)l 2 KP'
for all k. Note that N(q-', k l){uh} denotes the value of the image function at
time k + I, that is, the value yk+,.The expression N(q-', k){uk,} denotes the value

+
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of the image function at time k when the operator acts on the sequence u, where
Uk = Uk-,.
We often wish to consider a rational operator acting on a vector U,. We reserve
the bold notation to denote diagonal operators constructed as multiple copies of a
scalar operator, that is, N(q-', k) = diag[N(q-', k), N(q-', k), .. .,N(q-I, k)].Thus,
N(q-', k){U,} operates on each component of the vector U, in the same way that
N(q-', k) operates on a scalar sequence u,. With a slight abuse of notation, let
N(q-', k){U,T} be the row vector obtained by filtering the jth component of U:
by N(q-', k). For example, M(q-', k) of (1.10)acts on each component of the vector
X,T exactly as M(q-', k) of (1.9)acts on the scalar sequence XZO,.
The time-invariant operator N(q-') can be associated with the transfer function
N ( z ) = d + C(z1- A)-'B. The transfer function N(z) (or equivalently, the quadruple {A, B, C, d ) realizing N(z))is strictly positive real (SPR)if Re N(eJm)> 0 for
every w and if all poles of N(z) lie in lzl < or < 1 (which is implied by, and in the
minimal case equivalent to, IA,(A)I < a < 1 for every eigenvalue of A). If N(z)is SPR,
then there are p,, p2 E ( 0 , l ) such that N(p2z)- p, is SPR (equivalently, { p S I A ,B,
p;'C, d - p,} is SPR), since
(d - p,)

+ p;'C(zl

- &A)-'B

= N(p2z)- pl.

This idea can be generalized to the time-varying case. The rational operator
N(q-', k) with associated time-varying linear system (2.1) is strictly passive if
N(q-', k) is exponentially stable, and if the following input-output inequality holds
for some p:

for all 12 m, for every input sequence {ui} with support in i 2 m, and for X, = 0
(i.e., zero initial conditions).
A necessary and sufficient condition for a minimal realization { A , B, C, d ) to be
SPR is the existence of matrices P > 0, Q > 0, L, and scalars p > 0 and n such that

The positive real lemma for time-varying systems (see Appendix B of [L3]) shows
that N(q-', k) with associated time-varying linear system (2.1) is strictly passive if
there exist matrices P, > 0, Q, > 0, L,, and scalars n,, p > 0 with P,, P;', Q,, Q;',
L,, and n, hounded and such that

Intuitively, a passive system is one which does not generate energy. The magnitudes
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of the eigenvalues of Qk provide a measure of the amount of energy dissipated at
each timestep.

3. Approximation of Filtered Error

This section shows that the exponential stablllty of (1.10) implies the exponential
stability of (1.9),the error equation governing the behavior of the adaptive algorithm.
This allows averaging theory t~ be applied to (1.10) to derive sniXcient conditions
for the exponential stability of the error system, and consequently of the adaptive
system. We follow a course similar to that in [AB].
One condition that is virtually necessary for (1.9) to he stable for all bounded
regressor sequences Xk is that both the regressor filter L(q-I, k) and the error filter
M(q-', k) be exponentially stable. We therefore assume the exponential stability of
these time-varying operators. Later (Section 5), we examine the question of how to
guarantee the stability of these time-varying operators from the stability of the
associated frozen operators, defined from L and M a t each fixed tlme k. In practice,
stability of the frozen operators can often be guaranteed, or can he easily verified.
Suppose M(q-', k) is exponentially stable and let I,(l
k, k) he the impulse
response. Then there is a K and 0 < a < 1 such that lIM(l k, k)l < Kal for all k.
In terms of I,, the action of M(q-', k) on the sequence X:Rk is described by the
convolution sum

+
+

The first lemma compares (3.1) with the action of M(q-', k) on the sequence Xk,
then multiplied by 0,

and shows that the difference between (3.1)and (3.2)can he hounded in terms of the
norm of X , the exponential decay rate of the operator M , and the successive
differencesof the parameter errors.
Lemma 1.

IIM(q-', k){X:Rk}

- M(q-', k){X:}RkII

Proof. Combining (3.1)and (3.2)gives

Ka

5 I/X/lmm

SUP 116
zsk

- R,-11Im.

(3.3)

.
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Since I, is exponentially decaying, the norm can be bounded

lIM(q-', k){X,TQk} - M(q-', k){X,TlOkllm

In order to make this estimate useful, it is necessary to bound the sup term in
(3.3). Let /ILXII, denote the norm of the vector sequence L(q-', k ) { X k } .This
quantity exists since Xk is assumed t o be a bounded sequence (see Section 6) and L
is exponentially stable.
Lemma 2.

With quantities as above,

Proof. Observe that
k

llM(q-',k){X~Q~}ll
5

X

I=-m

ll~~~~~~~ll~ll~illmllQ~ll~

Then (3.4)follows immediately from (1.9).
The two bounds (3.3)and (3.4) can now he combined to give

l I ~ ( q - ' ,k){X,TQk}- ~ ( q - ' k, ) { ~ , T } Q ~ a
l l .P-

Ka
IILXII~IIXII~
SUP
( 1 - a)'
i5.k

IIQilla

which shows that the difference between M(q-', k){X,TBk}and M(q-I, k){X:}Qk is
O(p).Equation (1.9)can then be rewritten as
%+I

= Qk

- pL(q-', k){Xk}M(q-', k){X,T}&+ A(q-', k){ok},

(3.5)

where A is a bounded operator with gain proportional to pZ. The stepsize p can
then he chosen small enough so that the dominant part of (3.5) is
which is precisely (1.10). Thus, exponential stability of (1.10) implies exponential
stability of the adaptive system (1.9),provided the stepsize is chosen suitably small.
It is not surprising that the upper bound on p depends on L, M , and IlXll..
In the above analysis we have assumed that the action of M(q-', k) on the
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sequence XTO, (and the action of M(q-', k ) on X f ) occurs with zero initial
conditions. More precisely, adopting a state variable representations of the form
(2.1) for M , M , and L, the analysis assumes zero state at time zero. Nonzero
initial states for (2.1) would correspond to exponentially decaying terms added to
M(q-', k){X,TB,}, M(q-', k ) {X:}, and L(q-', k){X,}. Equation (3.6) would then be
perturbed by an additive term that was decaying exponentially. The basic eguivalence of the exponentially stability of (1.10) and (1.9) would remain valid, but the
upper bound on p would also depend on the magnitude of the initial states in L
and M. Note that for fixed degree L and M , the initial condition effects become
negligible as p + 0. The details of a rigorous analysis that includes such initial
condition effects can be carried out as in [AB] or [KAM].
4. Averaging and Persistence of Excitation
This section recalls an averaging theorem and defines generalized persistence
of excitation conditions that guarantee exponential asymptotic stability of the
adaptive error system. These ideas are then illustrated with two simple examples.
The following is well known [AB], [BJ], [SV]; see [BJ] for a proof.

Theorem 1. Consider the system
where
A, E W X " is a sequence of bounded matrices. Define the sliding average
Ak(m)= (l/m)C:=, A,+,+,. Suppose that for some positive definite matrix P there is
an integer m and an a > 0 such that for all k and for each eigenvalue At
Then there is a p* such that (4.1) is uniformly EAS for every 0 < p < p*.
This theorem says that difference equations with sufficiently small stepsizes are
stable whenever the averaged equation X;;, = (I - p&(m))X,aY has a certain degree
of stability, determined by a.
To analyze the adaptive system (1.10), let A, = L(q-', k){X,}M(q-', k){X:}.
Then the sliding average is

In order to streamline subsequent discussion, we propose the following.

Definitions. Consider a particular algorithm with an error system of the form (1.9)
with given operators L(q-', k ) and M(q-', k). Let &(m) be defined as in (4.3)where
M(q-I, k ) is the vector version of M(q-', k). Then, if there exists a P > 0, an a > 0,
and an m such that (4.2)holds for every k and for every eigenvalue A,, the regressor
sequence Xk will be called persistently exciting for this algorithm. If Xk fulfills (4.2)
with L and M identity operators and P = +I, then X , will be said to be persistently
spanning.
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The averaging theorem can then be restated concisely. If the input to an adaptive
algorithm is persistently exciting (for that algorithm) and the stepsize is small
enough, then the error system associated with the algorithm is EAS. In general, the
class of signals that persistently excites an algorithm with filters L, and MI will
differ from the class of signals that persistently excites an algorithm with filters L,
and M,. Thus persistence of excitation conditions must always be linked to a
particular algorithm.
As a simple example, consider the "equation error" algorithm [MI which
estimates the parameters of a (linear time-invariant) transfer function. In the
notation of Table 1, X,T = (yk-', ... yh-., uk-,, . .., uk-J and 8; = (dl,k,... , dm.,,
. .., hm,,), L(q-l, k) and M(q-', k) are identity operators. Taking P = fl in
(4.2), a condition for exponential stability of the equation error algorithm is that
there exists an a > 0 and an m > 0 such that

.

This is precisely the standard persistence of excitation requirement [B] and may be
interpreted as a condition on the spanning properties of the regressor [AJ] or as a
condition on the frequency content of the input [BS].
Another example is furnished by the "output error" algorithm [J2], which
also estimates the parameters of a transfer function. For this algorithm, X,T =
(9k-1.. . .. 9k-., uk-I, . .., u,_,),
and L(q-', k) are as above, and ~ ( q - ' ,k) =
1/(1 - A*(q-I)) where A*(q-')represents the fixed but unknown autoregressive part
of O* as in Table 1. Again, taking P = $1 in (4.2), a condition for exponential
stability of the output error algorithmis that thereexists an m and an a > 0 such that

This condition, which is the persistence of excitation condition for the output error
algorithm, will be satisfied if X, is persistently spanning and if M(q-', k) (and hence
M(q-', k)) is strictly passive. Recall that for a time-invariant operator, strict
passivity is equivalent to SPR. (This special case of Theorem 2 has been shown in
TABl.)
- Condition (4.5)is anaverage positivity condition and doesnot require the transfer
function associated with M(q-l, k) to be SPR for every frequency. Suppose that this
transfer function fails to be positive for some interval of frequencies [o,,w,]. If the
regressor Xkhas most of its energy outside of [w,, w,], then M will still act, on the
average, as a passive operator and (4.6) will still hold, implying exponential stability
of the output error algorithm. This idea has been exploited in [RPK]. This emphasizes again that persistence of excitation conditions are algorithm-dependent.
These two examples are particularly simple because the operators L and M are
time invariant. In the more general case, it will be useful to relate the stability and
passivity of slowly time-varying systems to the stability and passivity of related
time-invariant systems. These will provide the last link necessary to analyze excitation conditions for the more general algorithms of Table 1.
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5. Stability and Passivity of Slowly Varying Systems
The variation in O,, and in the filters L and M (which are typically parameterized
by B) is slow compared with the variation in the input X, due to the small stepsize
p. This section exploits the slowness in three ways. First, lemma 3 relates the EAS
of a slowly time-varying system to the EAS of related "frozen" (time-invariant)
systems. Next, Lemma 4 relates the passivity of a slowly varying system to the
!passivity of the frozen systems. Lemma 5 and its corollary then construct a family
of strictly passive (slowly) time-varying operators. This family includes operators
which are "near" the identity, and can be used to demonstrate that ML-' of (4.3)
is passive for M and L which are nearly equal.
All three results depend critically on the time-scale separation (slowness of
variation). The stability and passivity of the frozen systems, which are relatively
easy to determine, are used in the next section to provide conditions for the EAS
of adaptive systems with time-varying regressor and error filters.
Lemma 3. Consider the time-varying system
X ~ +=
I AkXk
and assume that the related k o z e n systems

(5.1)

are exponentially stable for every integer p, uniformly in p. If llApll < a , for all p and
llAp+, - Apll is small enough for some finite p,, then systems (5.1) are
if
exponentially asymptotically stable.

Proof. This proof introduces some ideas which will be used in succeeding lemmas;
another proof of this result is given in [Dl. Let P, satisfy

where 0 < a , l < P, I a , l for some a , and a,. This is always possible by the
discrete-time Lyapunov stability theorem and the uniformity of the theorem
hypothesis. Let V(X,, k) = XA, PkXk+,be a candidate Lyapunov function for (5.1).
It is clearly globally positive definite and decrescent. Also,

The solution of (5.2) can be obtained from
where @ represents the Kronecker product and vec(Pp) indicates a single column
vector which is a concatenation of the columns of P,. The uniform positive definiteness of Pp guarantees that A, has all its eigenvalues uniformly less than 1 in
magnitude. Since the eigenvalues of A @ B a r e ,lip, where 2, are the eigenvalues of
A and p, are the eigenvalues of B, and since the determinant is the product of the
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eigenvalues,
det I1 - A: 8 Apl =

" "

fl fl (1 - A,(A)Aj(A))

i = , j-1

which is bounded away from zero. Hence vec(P,) depends continuously on A,
for p 2 p,, and so given E > 0, there is a S such that IIP,, - P,Il < E whenever
lIA,+, - Akll < S(E) for all k 2 p,. Thus, for E = f, (5.3) is negative definite and
system (5.1)is exponentially asymptotically stable.
The SPR of certain the time-invariant operators is relevant in securing the
stability of some adaptive algorithms [L5]. The analog for time-varying operators
is strict passivity. The next result parallels the above stability analysis, in which the
stability of a time-varying system was related to the stability of a collection of
time-invariant systems, by relating the strict passivity of a time-varying system to
the strict passivity of a family of time-invariant systems. For the algorithms of
interest, strict passivity of this family may he guaranteed or easily checked. As with
the stability result, slow time variation is crucial.
Recall (from Section 2) that if N(z) is SPR, then there are p,, p, E (0,l) such that
{p;'A, B, p;'C, d - p,} is SPR. A collection of time-invariant operators N(q-', p),
p = 0, 1, 2, . .. , is said to he strictly passive for every p uniformly in p if p,, p, can
he chosen independent of p so that {p;'A,, B,, p;'C,, d, - p,} is SPR for all p.
Given any time-varying rational operator N(q-', k) we can associate with it timeinvariant operators N(q-', p) by freezing at each time instant the defining equation
(2.1) for N(q-', k). This leads to:
Lemma 4. Consider the discrete time-varying operator N(q-', k ) and the related
fiozen (time-invariant) operators N(q-', p). Assume that the quadruples {A,, B,,
C,, d,} of (2.1)defining N(q-', p) are minimal. I f N(q-', p) is strictly passive for every
p, uniformly in p, and i f the time variation in N(q-', k) is slow enough in the sense that
llApcl - A,lI.
- BplI, IICp+~
- CpII,lIdPC1- dpll aresuitably smalluniformly in
p, then N(q-', k) is strictly passive.
Proof. See Appendix B.
Lemma 4 shows that the property of strict passivity of an operator is robust to
slight perturbations in A,, B,, C,, and d, of (2.1).
The next task is to develop a class of operators which are time varying and
strictly passive. Towards this end we construct a family of passive time-invariant
operators. The idea is simple; if two operators N, and N, are "similar," then N, N;'
and N,N;' are "close" to the identity, which is passive. This will he useful in
examining persistence of excitation conditions where the two operators L and M
(of equation (1.10))are approximately equal.

Lemma 5. Suppose that N(q-', 8) has a state variable realization defined by
{A(@,B(O),C(8),d(B)} with the constituent matrices continuously dependent on the
parameter B for all B E 0.Suppose that for any 8 E 0,the operators N(q-', 0) and
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N-'(q-I, 8) are exponentially stable, uniformly in 8. Fix 8. Then there exists /3 such
that for all $ E O, II$ - 011 I /3 implies that the operators N(q-', $)N-'(4-'. 8) and
N-'(q-', $)N(q-', 8) are strictly passive.
Proof. Exponential stability of the operators is guaranteed by assumption. When
$ = 8, the transfer function of each operator takes the value 1 on lzl = 1. By
continuity, the transfer functions of N(q-', $)N-'(q-', 0 ) and N-'(q-', $)N(q-I, 8)
will have strictly positive real parts for
- 811 I b.
This idea can he extended to time-varying operators by combining the last two
lemmas. Suppose that a rational operator N(q-', 8,) is dependent on a parameter
8 taking the value 8, at time k, i.e., there exist A, = A@,), B, = B(O,), C, =
C(0,), and d, = d(0,) that describe the operator. Denote the inverse operator by
N-'(q-', 0,).
Corollary. Adopt the hypotheses of Lemma 5. Assume that the sequence 8, E O
is slowly varying, that is, llOk+l - 0,ll I E. Consider the sequence $, E O with
I / $ k + l - I E, and 118, - $,, I I /3 for all k. Then for suitably small E and 8, the
operators N(q-', $,)N-'(q-', 8,) and N-'(q-', $k)N(q-', 8,) are strictly passive.
Proof. Combine Lemmas 4 and 5.
Thus, it is possible to determine the stability and passivity properties of slowly
time-varying operators from stability and passivity properties of the related frozen
operators.

6. Interpretation of Excitation Conditions
The error system associated with each of the algorithms of Table 1 is in the form
of equation (1.9),where each algorithm is specified by a given pair of filters L and
M. This section gathers together the previous analyses to show that the exponential
asymptotic stability of the error system can be guaranteed if the regressor is
persistently spanning, if the filter ML-' is strictly passive, andif the stepsize is small.
This is accomplished in two steps. Lemma 6 shows that if the filtered regressor is
persistently spanning,then it persistently excites the algorithm. Lemma 7 translates
this to a spanning condition on the unfiltered regressor. Theorem 2 presents the
main result.
In each of the algorithms of the table, L(q-', k) is an autoregression, which implies
that L-'(q-', k) exists and is a moving average (and therefore exponentially stable).
With invertibility
Define the filtered regressor vector sequence Z, = L(q-', k) {X,}.
of L, this can be written as X, = L-'(q-', k){Z,} and the matrix
of (4.3)can be
rewritten in terms of the fdtered regressor as
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+

Theorem 1 showed that the error system (1.9) is exponentially stable when &(m)
$(m) is positive definite, that is, when the algorithm is persistently excited.
The next lemma shows that if M(q-', k){L-'(q-', k)} is strictly passive and Zh is
persistently spanning, then Zkpersistently excites the algorithm and hence leads to
exponential stability of the error system (1.9).
Lemma 6. Suppose there is an ci > 0 and an m > 0 such that for all j, C?;
ZkZ,T>
al.Suppose that N(q-', k) = M(q-', k){L-'(q-', k)} is strictly passive. Then there is
some p > 0 such that

Proof. Let W be an arbitrary nonzero vector with the same dimension as Z,.
Neglecting initial conditions (which die away exponentially),

where uk = Z,TW Since N is strictly passive, there is some p > 0 such that this
expression is bounded below by

which gives the desired inequality.

+

If the initial conditions are not neglected, then thelower bound is 2p BI; v: IC
where IC represents initial condition effects; ci must then be assumed large enough
to overcome these initial condition effects. This point is discussed in [KAM].
Lemma 6 relates the persistency of excitation condition to a spanning property
of the filtered regressor Zk and the passivity of ML-'. This can now be translated
to a condition on the regressor vector itself.
Lemma 7. Let Xk= L-'(q-', k){Zk} where L-'(q-', k) = I + F(q-', k), F is a
time-varying polynomial in q-', and L-' is exponentially stable. If the rate of variation
of the coefficients of F is slow enough, and fi Xkis persistently spanning, then Zk
is persistently spanning.

Proof. In outline, the proof goes as follows. For F time invariant, the result follows
by combining Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 of [AJ]. The time-varying result follows by
modifying the above proof utilizing the slowness of the time variation as in the
previous lemmas. See also [AG].
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+

Notice that in Table 1, all of the L operators have the form (I F(q-', k))-' as
required by the lemma.
This result, combined with Theorem 1, shows that if M and L are exponentially
stable, if ML-' is strictly passive, and if the regressor is persistently spanning, then
the algorithm is persistently excited and hence exponentially stable. Lemma 3
showed that the exponential stahility of slowly time-varying operators L(q-', k ) and
M(q-', k ) can he inferred from the exponential stahility of the related frozen
operators L(q-', p) and M(q-', p). Moreover, the strict passivity of ML-' can be
deduced from the strict passivity of M(q-', p){L-'(q-', p)} for all p and the
slowness of variation of the operators. Gathering these results together gives the
main result.

Theorem 2. Consider the error system
associated with an adaptive algorithm with regressor filter L(q-', k ) and error filter
M(q-', k). If the regressor sequence X, is persistently exciting for this algorithm, the
stepsize is small, the initial error 0, is small, and the initial states of M and L are
small, then the error system is locally exponentially asymptotically stable. Persistency
of excitation of the algorithm is guaranteed i f :
(1) M(q-', k ) and L(q-', k ) are exponentially stable.
(2) M(q-', k){L-'(q-', k ) } is strictly passive.
(3) The regressor Xk is persistently spanning.
In turn, condition (1)is true whenever
(la) the frozen systems M(q-', p) and L(q-', p) are uniformly exponentially stable
for all p, and
( l b ) M(q-', k ) and L(q-', k ) are slowly varying.
Condition (2)is true whenever
(2a) M(q-', p){L-'(q-', p)} is uniformly strictly passive for all p, and
(2b) M(q-', k ) and L(q-', k) are slowly varying.
It should he noted that (1) and (2) are not necessary to have persistence of
excitation, nor are ( l a )and ( l b )necessary to have ( I ) , nor are (2a)and (2h)necessary
for (2). This theorem, then, provides several possible combinations of sufficient
conditions for the exponential stahility of the error system (6.1).
The strict passivity condition (2)is a generalization of the familiar SPR condition
that appears when L and M are time invariant. In the time-invariant case, exponential stahility can sometimes he retained even if the SPR condition is violated, by
restricting the frequencycontent of the regressor. Similarly, in the time-varying case,
exponential stahility can he maintained even if the strict passivity condition is
violated, as long as the persistence of excitation condition holds.
Although it is difficult to make sense of "frequency content" in the context of a
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time-varying system, the requirement that M and L vary slowly can he interpreted
as a time-scale separation. For small stepsizes, the dynamics of 8, M, and L are
much slower than the dynamics of the regressor, and it is reasonable to interpret
the lack of strict passivity of ML-' using frequency domain intuition, For instance,
ML-' may he capable of generating energy at certain frequencies. If ML-' dissipates
even more energy at other frequencies,or if the regressor never excites these modes,
then ML-' may act, on the average, as a passive operator, and the persistence of
excitation condition may still be fulfilled. Thus, although ML-' may not be passive
at every time step k for all regressors X,, if it is, on the average, strictly passive,
stability can be assured.
Theorem 2 is only a local result, that is, 8, is guaranteed to converge only if the
initial value of 8, is not too large and if the initial states of M and L are small. This
is a consequence of the linearization in Lemmas 1 and 2, and of the assumption
(used in Section 2) that Xhis bounded. This boundedness is not guaranteed a priori
since X, may contain signals such as estimated outputs which can diverge if the
algorithm is unstable. If, however, the initial magnitude 8, is small, then the
differencebetween the first desired output dl and the first estimated output $, will
also be small. Exponential stability then guarantees that this difference remains
small as time evolves, which implies that 9, (and hence X,) remain bounded. At first
glance, this appears to be a circular argument, and if this were an attempt to
demonstrate global (in 8) stability, it would indeed be circular. The presumption
here, however, is that 8, is initialized near 8*, implying that the initial prediction
errors are small. When the algorithm is persistently excited, small errors remain
small, and hence IIXhII is finite. Said another way, the local exponential stability is
a local contraction [HI. Once the trajectories are within the grip of the contraction,
they cannot escape, and Theorem 2 applies. Outside of the contractive region,
nothing has been said by our analysis.
Although it would be desirable to quantify the adjectives "large" and "small" here
and in Theorem 2, such quantification is dificult. The general trends, however, are
apparent. Larger (smaller) eigenvalues of the excitation matrix (4.3) allow larger
(smaller) errors in the initial estimates, and allow the algorithm to retain stability
in environments with larger (smaller) disturbances. Smaller stepsizes (typically)
imply slower variation in the filters L and M, and tend to "average" disturbances
more effectively. The requirement on the initial states of L and M is a technical
condition with little impact on algorithm design. Some quantified results are
available for time-invariant operators in [AB].
A major reason for focusing on the exponential (as opposed to bounded input
bounded output) stability of the adaptive error system is that exponential convergence guarantees a certain robustness in the presence of nonidealities such as
unmodeled dynamics or measurement noise and allows consideration of the situation in which 8* is itself varying slowly. Suppose, for instance, that fl* varies on a
timescale of 1/p2or slower. Then the analysis of the previous sections is unchanged
except for an added O(pZ)perturbation which can he easily incorporated in
equation (3.5) as part of the A(q-', k) operator. A persistently excited (and hence
exponentially stable) algorithm near its equilibrium continues to operate well in
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the presence of suitably small disturbances and is robust to slow variations in the
"true" parametrization O*.
Perhaps the most serious limitation of Theorem 2 is that it is, in general, a
nontrivial problem to translate the persistence of excitation condition on the
regressor vector X k and the filters Land M, to a condition on the signals which can
be manipulated in any given problem context. In certain applications such as
identification, it may be possible to directly or indirectly manipulate the regressor
vector to achieve persistence of excitation. In some applications the regressor
contains estimated quantities which approach desired quantities as 0, approaches
zero. Near the operating point, then, the spanning properties of the regressor closely
match the spanning properties of a vector of desired quantities which can often be
shown (or manipulated) to achieve a persistently spanning property.
Theorem 2 can be applied to any of the algorithms of Table 1. If the regressor is
persistently excited, if the stepsize is small enough, and if the initial error
- O*II
is not large, then the parameter estimates converge to (and remain in) a small
ball about the true parametrization O*. Conditions (la), (lb), (2a), and (2b) then give
several possible combinations of sufficient conditions for guaranteeing persistence
of excitation which can be applied, as appropriate, to the various algorithms.
An important observation about the local character of Theorem 2 is that for
several of the algorithms (numbers 1,4,5, and 8), small 0 , implies that ML-'is close
to being strictly passive. If 0 , were actually zero, then the operator ML-' would be
the identity. Lemma 5 shows that for small perturbations around the equilibrium
0 , = 0, ML-' remains passive.
In other algorithms (2, 3,6, and 7), the size of 0, does not influence the passivity
of MI-'. Instead, a fixed filter F(q-', k) is chosen to make MI-' passive. It is,
however, difficult to choose an appropriate filter without some a priori knowledge
of A* or C*. Some recent results in this area may be found in [DB].
Another implementation issue (especially algorithms 1 and 5) is that stability of
the regressor filter L must be maintained. This requires "projection" which monitors
the stability of L(q-', p) at each timestep p. Lemma 3 assures that if each frozen
L(q-', p) is EAS (and the stepsize is small), then the time-varying L(q-', k) will be
EAS. The projection facility is undesirable because of its complexity and because
of potential lock-up problems. See [LS].

ok

lido

7. Conclusion and Extensions
In the generic parameter update form (1.9) of Section 1, convergence (on average)
of the parameter estimates occurs if the correction term is (on average) zero. With
nonvanishing stepsizes, this occurs when the average of the product of the filtered
regressor and the filtered prediction error is zero. The objective of this paper has
been to find conditions that guarantee local stability about this solution point.
This is akin to the objective (typical of adaptive filtering analysis) of proving
the boundedness of the variance of the parameter estimate excursions about this
average (or mean) solution point. These excursions do not vanish unless there is a
parametrization that exactly zeros the filtered version of the prediction error, a
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situation which is unlikely to occur in any practical (nonideal) setting. Thus, proof
of local stability about this solution point is one way to demonstrate desirable
performance of the adaptive algorithm.
Average convergence of the parameter estimates in LMS in (1.1) occurs when
avg[X,X~O,]

= 0,

(7.1)

where "avg" represents an averaging operation similar to the expectation operator
used in the stochastic analysis of adaptive filters. A geometrical viewpoint interprets
(7.1) as an average orthogonality condition on the parameter error 8, and the
regressor vector X,. Equation (7.1) can also be interpreted as an implicit description
of the desired average "solution" of the adaptive algorithm.
Actually solving (7.1) is nontrivial, especially when (7.1) is nonlinear, i.e., when
the regressor is a function of 8,. The incorporation of regressor filtering L and/or
error filtering M changes the LMS form from (1.1) to the more general adaptive
form (1.9). This can be viewed as altering (7.1) and thus changing the average
solution sought by the adaptive algorithm. This may be beneficial since diierent
applications may benefit from different solutions. Using the general form (1.9)
changes the solution (7.1) to
avgCL(q-', k) {X,)M(q-', k) {X,TBk}l= 0.

(7.2)
This suggests two areas of investigation: (i) confirmation of the attraction and
local stability properties of the solution implied by particular versions of (7.2) and
(ii) connecting the various practical problems best solved by (7.2) with particular
combinations of L and M. This paper falls in the first area by dealing with the local
stability issue for a generic update term that encompasses a variety of adaptive
algorithms, including LMS [WMLJ], SHARF [LTJ], Stearn's algorithm [F], RML
[F], AML [S], and certain forms of recursive instrumental variables schemes [LS].
The local exponential stability of these adaptive algorithms was proven simultaneously by considering a generalized algorithmic framework with (time-varying)
regressor filters and (time-varying) error filters. Several possible sets of snEcient
conditions for stability were given in terms of persistence of excitaton, and the
stability and passivity of certain frozen (time-invariant) filters.
This unified algorithmic framework may also be useful to facilitate generation of
new algorithms in new application environments, and to analyze other algorithms
which can be viewed as containing filtering of the regressor and error sequences.
The basic results, for instance, retain their validity for nonlinear filters L(q-', k) and
M(q-', k) which are Lipschitz continuous, and for error sequences which consist of
a sum of terms, each passed through a different filter. Investigation of these ideas is
underway.
In ideal circumstances, each algorithm converges (under appropriate conditions)
to the parameter value for which the prediction error is zero, and to a small ball in
nonideal environments. Though Theorem 2 demonstrates the exponential stability
of the various algorithms, it does not show that dierent algorithms converge to the
same average value in nonideal use. The comments regarding (7.1) indicate that
these convergent averages can be quite different, and the effect of various regressor
and error filters on the convergent ball is an important area for further study.
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Appendix A
Consider two different estimates of the output y,, the a posteriori predicted output
z,,, = &,x, and the a priori predicted output j,,, = @x,.Let the a posteriori
prediction error be e,+, = y,,, - zk+, and let v,,, be a filtered version of e,+,,

where N(q-', k) represents the strictly causal part of the filtering. The a posteriori
algorithm form can then he written
Note tbat z,,,, and hence e,,, and v,,,, contain bk+,, and so (A.l) is an implicit
equation in dk+,. This appendix shows that the unnormalized (and noncausal) a
posteriori form (A.1) is the same as a normalized (and implementable) a priori
update form (A.4). The development is a generalization of the approach in [Jl]. Let
vk

= vk+l(l
= vk+l

+ flL(q-',

k){Xl}Xk)

+ PL(~-',k){X?}~k+~Xk.

(A3

Using (A.l), this becomes
From the definitions of P,, z,, e,, and v,, this is

Note that y,,, is measurable as, and 9,+, is computable before, the parameter
updates at time k 1 occur. Although e,,, = y,,, - &,,x, is not available, the
past values e,_,, i = 0, 1,2,. . ., n - 1, can be constructed. Since N(q-', k) contains
no direct feedthrough, ?&can be calculated before the parameter updates at time
k 1. Equation (A.2) shows tbat vk+, = &/(l pL(q-', k){X,T}X,) and so the
update (A.1) is equivalent to the implementable form

+

+

+

where is defined by (A.3). To relate algorithm (A.1) to (1.9), recall that the error
sequence ek+, may equal &,x, (as in LMS or the equation error algorithm), in
wh~chcase the filter M(q-', k) of (1.9) is equal to 1 + N(q-I, k). Often, however, the
problem setup dictates that the measured error sequence contains a rational filtering
ek+, = (1 F(q-', k)){O,T,,X,.. as in output error or ARMAX problems. For this
case, M(q-', k) of (1.9) is equal to (1 + N(q-I, k))(l + F(q-', k)).
One potential problem with the a posteriori scheme (A.1) is evident in
the normalization term of the equivalent implementable form (A.4). Since
L(q-', k){X,T}X, can be negative, there is the possibility of division by zero.

+
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If a bound on Xk is known, then choosing
o<p<

1

-&

ll~~ll~llxllm

for some positive 8 guarantees that the update term is always bounded. Thus a
small stepsize (where "small" is a function of the norm of the regressor and the norm
of L) is required for the general a priori and a posteriori forms. This paper
concentrates on the small stepsize a priori forms since they are more easily
implemented, although the analysis extends to small stepsize a posteriori forms
without difficulty.
To outline this extension, consider the a posteriori versions of Lemmas 1 and 2
which bound the difference between M(q-', k){XzOk+,}and M(q-', k ) { X z } O k f l .
The a posteriori version of (3.5)then has O,,, on the right-hand side which can be
replaced (using Lemma 2) by 0, + A,{@,} where A, is proportional to p. Stability
of (3.6) then implies stability of the a posteriori version of (1.9). The rest of the
analysis proceeds unchanged.
Appendix B. Proof of Lemma 4

+

Let N,(z) = D, C , ( z l - A,)-'B, be associated with N(q-', p) and assume that the
minimal quadruples {p;'A,, B,, p;'C,, d, - p,} which define
&(z) = Np(p2z)- p1 = (dp - p,)

+ p t l C p ( ~-l P ; ~ A , ) - ~ B ,

(BA)

are SPR for all p, with all eigenvalues of A, in lzl < p2. Associated with N,(z) is a
unique minimum phase spectral factor
and a unique positive &, for which

z,T is unique since (A,, B,) is reachable. From the positive real lemma EL31 there
exists a positive definite pp such that

Fp - P ; 2 ~ ; F p =
~ pZp&,Z;,
P ; l ~ , T F p+~ p&J,' = c,,
&, = 2(dp- p,) - B,Tp,B,.
there are many solution triples pp, Z, 0, of (B.4), but

(B.4)

Note that
only one that
is associated with the minimum phase spectral factor mp(z).Moreover, the pp
satisfying (B.4)associated with w p ( z )is minimal, see [ F C G ] .
It is shown in [ A G ] that the minimum phase Rp(z)with q P ( m )= 1 satisfying
(B.3) obeys a continuity property: small L,[O, 2x1 adjustments in N(ejm)produce
small L,[0, 2x1 adjustments in mP(ejw)and small adjustments in 0,. If small
variations of N(ejm)occur as a result of small variations in A,, B,, C,, d,, then the
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effectis to produce a small adjustment in Z, as well as 0,. Thus, Z, and 0, depend
continuously on A,, B,, C,, d,.
Because all the poles of flp(z) lie in lzl < p,, all eigenvalues of p;'A, lie in
121 < p, < 1 . Accordingly, by reasoning similar to that used in studying (5.2), P,
depends continuously on A,, B,, C,, d,. Now define
P I=

K k = Q:",

and LF = p,~:12LT.

(B.5)

Equations (B.4) then yield
Pk - ATPk+,Ak= (1 - p;*)Pk

+

BfPk+,Ak KkL:

+ (Pk- Pk+d + L d I ,

= Ck,

K f K k = 2(dk - p,)

(B.6)

- B,TPk+,Bk.

Since I', depends continuously on A,, B,, C,, d,, if there is some 8 such that
SUP
k

{llAk+, - Akll, llBk+~- Bkll, llCx+~- CkII, lldk+~- dkll} < 8,

then
By (2.3), this means that N(q-', k) - p,I is passive, and consequently that N(q-I, k)
is strictly passive.
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